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Liverpool John Moores University

Due to Covid-19 and resulting 
online approach to teaching, 
student engagement has become 
increasingly important. How does 
an institution utilise technology 
to enhance, support and monitor 
engagement? 

We speak with Phil Rothwell at Liverpool John 
Moores University about how they are evaluating 
specific learning analytics to ensure success in 
delivering online and blended learning.
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Overview: 
Covid-19 has rapidly and fundamentally changed HE 
delivery, where there was an overnight migration from 
face-to-face to online delivery. 

We made a strategic shift to active blended learning In March 2020 and were mindful that with 
the reduction of in-person interaction there would be a big increase in systemic interaction and 
the way in which people use our learning systems, of which Canvas is central to our delivery.

We wanted to take some of the data, the logs and warehouse artefacts and convert that into 
intelligence that would provide insights which could inform pedagogy in what’s being delivered. 
We looked, at which tools were being used and would really support student engagement, 
breaking that down by different groups, then looking at resilience and progression as well so 
how we could use this information to support students who may be falling behind and help them 
meet their outcomes and grades.

    Canvas is a really powerful tool that 
captivates the active blended learning 
approach we are putting forward for now 
and the future of teaching and learning 
development. Covid has enabled us to 
really see the interactive components of 
Canvas and its ability to shine in terms of 
additional load and availability.”

Phil Rothwell 
- Liverpool John Moores University

“
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One of the first decisions to make in any analytics process is to look at which processes 
you can use. So we went through a comparison of the Canvas Data Warehouse and 
Canvas Analytics. We opted for Data for this project as it has such a wide data set and is a 
complete lens which looks at all aspects of the system.

Complete data sets

Unaggregated

Customisable

Queries required to surface data

Training, onboarding, documentation required

Supported internally

Business intelligence visualisation

Easy to use, presents fixed analytics

Aggregates course/module level

Set data presented

Straightforward for users to interpret

Existing documentation

Supported by Canvas 24/7

Inbuilt views

The project that came from this was called 
Canvas Enhanced Analytics, which initially 
started in a response to Covid-19 but is already 
being used for a number of different purposes 
and is being repurposed in other ways to 
assist teaching and learning decision making 
through data driven insights.

As well as the pedagogy decisions, we are now 
using Canvas data at the higher level within the 
institution to make more strategic decisions. 
Using this as a new paradigm to improvement,  
to be reused, reinterpreted and reshaped  
across various levels and to increase data 
fluency for staff. 
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Canvas Data Vs Canvas Analytics

Liverpool John Moores University
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We wanted to demonstrate how valuable 
Canvas had been by developing reports that 
looked at business continuity, how actively 
staff were using Canvas, and how it improved 
digital literacy; so faculty were not just using 
it as a repository but instead using Canvas in 
a more interactive way, that also increased 
student engagement.

We saw Discussion 
increase by 5 times 
during lockdown, which 
enabled us to really see 
the interactive components 
of Canvas. It also showed 
Canvas’ ability to really 
shine in terms of additional 
load and availability.

During lockdown, necessity became the 
mother of invention because it allowed us to 
see that when things are actually required, 
staff will adopt and pick up these tools as well 
as indicating that maybe faculty members 
weren’t as digitally incapable as they often 
made out.

This has given us the boldness to go forward 
with our more active blended learning 
strategy and encourage staff to use these 
tools, because now there is an appetite for 
them and they know they have the ability to 
use them.

We also saw a dramatic increase in usage 
with the quiz tool which demonstrated to us 
and senior management that Canvas is a 
really powerful tool. By using this data we can 
prove that staff will adopt these tools which 
allows us to confidently pursue an approach 
that takes us away from the more repository 
focussed learning management system, which 
a lot of staff are attached to.

Institutional  
value of Canvas
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Post Covid Lockdown Logins were a series of reports that 
identified students that failed to access Canvas after the 
suspension of face-to-face teaching and library closures.

It looked at the last login prior to lockdown dates 
and could be filtered by faculty membership allowing 
us to see if there were any trends appearing at 
faculty level. 

We shared this with faculty managers for 
operationalising with engagement teams and was 
really helpful in identifying students who may be 
struggling to access the system, which allowed us to 
engage with them in real-time and address areas of 
digital poverty which had been a barrier to entry for 
quite a lot of students.

Assessment analytics showed us the assessment 
distributions by date, then identified the modules 
and module leaders which meant we had particular 
insight into students that were struggling to progress 
the year and may get an opportunity to retake 
certain assessments, these referrals were pushed 
back by 4 weeks to give them additional time and 
resource to complete their assessments. 

We could target these by looking at the visualisation 
and narrow down to module leaders that were still 
having deadline assessments on that day that would 
dynamically change as the deadlines updated. This 
is the beauty of having the Canvas Data Warehouse 

and the refreshing data – we could identify 
individual faculty members that hadn’t updated 
their assessment deadlines and ensure they did, so 
students were given the best opportunity to take 
advantage of the adjustments to the framework that 
had been put in place to aid their progression.

This is quite a narrow piece when compared to 
the breadth of Canvas Data utilisation but its very 
important in terms of students of that particular year 
which has proved to be really useful and now this 
is expanding into a much bigger project around 
curriculum analytics.

We could establish the success of the interventions 
so not only is Canvas used as a diagnostic tool for 
targeting the interventions and identifying who in the 
faculty registrars would be best placed to enact an 
intervention, they could also demonstrate the impact 
of these interventions. 

This is really helpful as well when proving our 
processes are having an impact by providing 
evidence that we are supporting student 
progression.

Custom Reports & 
Assessment Analytics

Liverpool John Moores University
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This is a tool that captivates the active blended learning 
approach we are putting forward for now and the future 
of teaching and learning development.

We created a dashboard to show student 
engagement with a particular task and based 
on the evidence we got from the lockdown 
period where we saw increased engagement, 
but also the willingness and improved skillset 
from staff to introduce activities such as 
formative assessments, short quizzes and 
discussion boards quite rapidly. 

We focussed on these key components during 
training over the summer enabling staff to 
provide tasks for students, scaffolding their 
learning and even providing learning units 
that students could interact with on a week-to-
week basis. 

During the training we pulled out the 
dashboard that takes student engagement 
with these particular tasks and measure them 
– our thinking behind this was because we 
can display page views, or how many videos 
students watched or Zoom attendees but it 
won’t denote engagement. 

We wrapped quizzes after the content into 
student learning and took the quiz to be the 
proxy for engagement, so that way we were 
measuring participation, understanding and 
interaction as well as having a measure of 
outcomes too.

In addition to the analytics dashboards we 
could get a nice sense of engagement in the 
Canvas Grades area, which is great light-touch 
metrics. it’s brilliant when looking for hot-spots 
and cold-spots in student engagement. 

Within the dashboard we could visually 
establish which students are at the lower end 
of engagement and faculty could focus on 
them if they are concerned. This also filters 
by staff member, so people only see data that 
applies to them.

Developing an Active Blended Learning 
Dashboard based on evidence
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instructure.com/canvas/en-gb

Next steps
Long-Arrow-Alt-Right  Development of analytics offering such as curriculum analytics, 

assessment clumping and programme/module relationships

Long-Arrow-Alt-Right  Consultation with stakeholders to enhance Canvas engagement data

Long-Arrow-Alt-Right  Measure against student outcomes such as module evaluation, 
progression and grades

Long-Arrow-Alt-Right  Use machine learning to make caveated predictions for students based 
on participation

Long-Arrow-Alt-Right  Inclusion of Additional, Non-Canvas data streams into modelling such 
as Zoom and webinar attendance

     Canvas has been and will continue 
to be crucial to our academic delivery 
and developing our Analytics around 
this to help better articulate how both 
staff deliver and students engage 
with learning is a key part of our work 
going forward”

Phil Rothwell 
- Liverpool John Moores University

“



Canvas has earned a reputation as the most trusted learning management 
platform because we care about education. Not just about making it more 

innovative with our open-source platform - but also about creating a better 
teaching and learning experiences for everyone. With Canvas, “better” 

begins with a passionate community of educators, a commitment to open 
standards, and cloud-native hosting for industry-best uptime and security. It 
continues with an intuitive interface, easy-to-use tools for engagement and 
collaboration, and proven learning outcomes that would make any student, 

teacher, administrator, or parent proud. 

Learn more 
instructure.com/canvas/en-gb
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